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ABOUT	
  YOU
You’re a writer.
You have a book already or you want to
write one (or several). You’d love to have
people all over the world reading your
books. It’s your lifetime dream to be a
successful author.
You also want to improve your craft and
learn from people who are more experienced than you. You want to experiment
with your creativity.

You want to be published.
It would be great to have your book on the shelves of your local bookstore and a
million dollar publishing deal. But you don’t know how to achieve this or even what
the publishing options are these days. You’ve heard that it’s hard to get published,
or maybe you’ve been rejected before, and you don’t know much about how
publishing works in general.
You may have heard about self-publishing or even tried it yourself. You’d like to
publish a print book but you don’t want to get ripped off in the process.
You want to know more about ebooks and the Kindle, iPad and Nook. You’ve heard
the success stories of people who have made a lot of money through selfpublishing and you wonder whether you can do this too.

You want to sell your books and make an
income from them.
Your book might be available for sale but not performing as you would like. Or
you’re coming up to a book launch and don’t know where to start. You’ve heard
that you need to blog and be on social networks but you don’t want to waste your
time. You know you need to learn about marketing. You’d rather be creative but you
know that writers have to pay the bills and a book that’s being talked about sells,
so you want to find out the most effective ways to market your book.
You’ve been reading lots of books and blogs on these subjects but you’re still
overwhelmed by the amount of information online. You don’t know what you
should do but you’re keen to learn more. You want to cut through the noise and
move forward with your dreams and goals of writing, publishing and marketing.

You’re ready to learn.
Is this you? If any of it applies, you’ll find this little ebook useful.
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ABOUT	
  ME
Hi! I’m Joanna Penn
Like you, I’m on the writer’s journey and in the last four
years I’ve learned a lot about writing, publishing and book
marketing that I want to share in order to save you time,
money and heartache along the way.
Firstly, here’s a bit about me so you know where I’m coming
from.
I’m the author of thriller novels Pentecost and Prophecy as well as career change
book, How To Love Your Job ... Or Find A New One.
My blog, The Creative Penn, helps people
write, publish and market their books and
has been voted one of the Top 10 Blogs for
Writers two years running.
I’m an international speaker and consultant
on these topics and previously spent 13
years in the corporate world as an IT
consultant. I’m based in London, England
although I’ve spent the last 11 years abroad
in Australia and New Zealand.

But it wasn’t always like this!
I have always wanted to write a book. I’m sure we have that
in common!
Since I was a little girl, I just wanted to be a writer and
to see my name in print! Here’s me at a young age, lost in
thought while writing (I try to avoid the biscuits these
days!).
But somehow, as the years went by and life got serious,
I moved away from creative pursuits and into the
corporate world.
I worked all over Europe, Australia and New Zealand as an
international consultant with large companies. It was a great life in many ways but
there was always a nagging sense that I was missing the real point of my life. Over
time I felt that creative spark dwindle and die. I wasn’t happy but I didn’t really
know what to do about it.
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Back in 2000, I resigned, left London for the
Australian outback and swore never to go back to
consulting. My adventures were fantastic (yes,
that’s me skydiving!) but eventually I ran out of
money and went back to IT.
This cycle repeated itself a number of times …
then in 2007, I was really, seriously, over it. So I
began investigating what else I could do with my
life that would be helpful to other people and also
enable me to escape the day job.
At the time, I read two books that made a huge
impact on me. The Success Principles by Jack
Canfield and The Last Lecture by Randy Pausch. They talked about following your
dreams and also using affirmations to set your intentions.
The problem with changing your life is often knowing what you want instead
of the status quo. When I looked at what I had always wanted, it was only ever to
be a writer.
So I came up with my affirmation: “I am
creative. I am an author”. That’s the card I
carried with me all the time on the left.
At the time, I was not creative and I was not
an author. Sure, I wrote diaries and letters
but I couldn’t ever associate the word
creative with myself. I couldn’t even say the
phrase out loud at first. I wrote it down and
then started whispering it on the commute home (when no one was around!)
I also moved to four days a week at the day job to give myself head-space to
write my first book. I sacrificed money for time. This is now my #1 tip for changing
your life. You need to clear a space for the new you.
I spent the extra day researching why I was so unhappy and also how I could
change my life. That turned into the subject for my first book. After writing it, I
looked for an agent. After research into the traditional publishing market in
Australia, I decided to self-publish.
In April 2008, I self-published my first book. I was so happy and proud of myself. I
thought I was going to change the world and free millions of IT consultants from
their miserable lives. I spent money on printing physical books and did some oldstyle PR with press releases, radio and even national TV.
But I only sold a few books.
Literally, a few. Even with national TV, print and radio.
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I was devastated, but wasn’t intending to give up (the affirmations were really
kicking in now!) I also discovered that the book you write will change your life. It
really did change mine, as I understood what writing a book was like and I had
found my purpose.
But I wanted to sell books and I realized that I didn’t actually have a clue about
marketing online. I had focused on traditional PR, but what about the internet? So I
started researching and buying books and online programs to learn about blogging
and podcasting and other methods of internet marketing.
After a couple of other
attempts at blogging, I
started The Creative Penn in
December 2008 in order to
share what I had learned
with the failure of my first
book.
For example, I had spent thousands of dollars on printing books which didn’t sell
and then I discovered print on demand and selling on Amazon. I’d also been sucked
into a scam on compilation books which made me angry and disillusioned.
I was determined that no one else would pay the price I did and I wanted to save
people time, money and emotional energy on their own journey. I had also started
feeling more creative and the name ‘The Creative Penn’ came to me on the
commute one day. I claimed the word for myself and have grown into it over time!
Since then, The Creative Penn has grown and I have personally grown as a writer. I
have also continued to invest in my education as a writer and online marketer and I
absolutely love the online author community. In 2009, I decided it was time to try
fiction again and joined NaNoWriMo, which sparked the ideas for my first novel.
In February 2011, I self-published Pentecost, my first novel, which has bounced in
and out of the Amazon bestseller ranks over time. The sequel, Prophecy, was
published in January 2012. Together, the books have sold over 40,000 copies. Now
I’m hooked and writing fiction is a core part of my life.
In July 2012, I signed with a New York literary agent
in order to try to sell some of my novels, while also
focusing on self-publishing others. I want to create
a hybrid business that spans both the traditional
and indie route. More on that later!
In October 2011, I decided that my affirmation
had been fulfilled and resigned my day job as an IT consultant in order to focus
on my fiction writing and also on The Creative Penn community of writers and
authors. My income is from the sale of my books, online courses for authors,
speaking and consulting. This is now my business as well as my passion.
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I wanted to share this story with you as encouragement, because I know the
fears that come with writing and the doubts that plague us. I’m an introvert too and
have been crushed and hurt along the way.
But I am also truly excited about the years to come, as we are part of an
incredible change in the industry. I hope this book inspires you and teaches you
some of the new ways of being an author. Being an author right now is a fantastic
adventure!

I hope you will join me on the journey.

HOW	
  TO	
  USE	
  THIS	
  BLUEPRINT
This little book is aimed at helping you through
the myriad of information on the internet on the
subjects of writing, publishing and book
promotion.
Even on my own site, it’s hard to navigate the
information in a logical order and in this fastmoving publishing world, things change all the
time.
I also get emails from people every day who are
unsure of their options or have been ripped off by companies who take their money
and their rights. I want you to know what’s possible when you’re empowered.
So I’ve tried to be succinct and draw together disparate sources of information for
the various areas so you can read it through from start to finish, or just dip in and
out of the chapters if there is something you’re particularly interested in.
There are lots of hyperlinks to more information indicated by underlined text, so
it’s best to read online in order to click through.
Most of my information is free, but throughout the Blueprint, you will find affiliate
links and my own products. The Creative Penn is a business and so I have
recommended premium products and services you might find useful. I only
recommend people I trust and/or products and books I’ve used personally so I hope
you will find them useful if you want to delve in further.
Of course, there is no guarantee of success for any of us. But the information in
this Blueprint will help you with new ideas for what you can do.
I’m not yet a Kindle millionaire. I’m just a new author trying to make an impact and
share what I learn along the way. I am always experimenting and there is an
amazing network of authors online who are sharing what they do and their results.
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Together we will work our way through this new publishing world.

So let’s get started!

SO	
  WHO	
  IS	
  AUTHOR	
  2.0?	
  
In the olden days, Author 1.0 would toil away for years writing their book.
Finally, they would finish it and send it to a publisher in a
big envelope.
They would write query letters and proposals to agents.
Then they would wait for the response ... and wait ... and
wait ... and hope.
Meanwhile, the agents and publishers sat amongst piles of
these great works and despaired at their overworked lives.
There were some gems, but it was hard to find them in the
piles of paper. They tried to do their best but they secretly
wondered if there could be a better way.
Some of the manuscripts made it out of the pile
and onto international bookshelves, but most did
not.
The writer continued to wait ... and slowly, the
rejection slips piled up.
Author 1.0 sometimes got published, but then
they waited over 18 months to see their book on the shelves.
•They held physical book signings and saw meager sales in
local bookstores.
•They relied on the company book publicist to make the
press.
•Review copies were sent out and Author 1.0 hoped for
some media attention.
Then they sat at home and waited for the royalty checks,
taking in freelance work to make ends meet.
The publishing industry faltered, layoffs were widespread. Publishers gave big
8

advances to big name authors and famous people, and told new authors to:

“Go build your platform and then we might be
interested.”
The good news is that Author 2.0 has arrived!
The publishing world has changed and Author 2.0 has choices and opportunities to
write, publish, sell and promote online, direct to the book-buying public!
They can also build their own platforms and pitch agents and publishers, with the
advantage that they can sell and promote their own books.

Author 2.0 is empowered to
write, publish and promote
their own books or use the
tools they learn along the
way to leverage a publishing
contract.
Publishers want authors who can market
and promote themselves online and off.
Luckily, there are so many new
technologies for authors to learn about that will enable this nowadays and I’ll be
sharing more about these later in this blueprint.

Writing your book has changed.
You can write online and get feedback on your work. You can collaborate using
virtual spaces. You can create online experiences, transmedia stories, apps and
serialized books, and experiment with subscription models.
You can record your book and get it transcribed. You can use speech-to-text
software. You can hire a freelance editor online, as well as a cover designer, a
proof-reader and any other specialists you might need if you want to self-publish.

Publishing your book has changed.
You can use Print-on-Demand technology to get your book directly onto the
biggest bookstores in the world, Amazon.com and Barnes & Noble. You don’t need
to hold stock, there are no hassles with storage or postage. You just get royalty
checks monthly. And it’s environmentally friendly because no excess books are
pulped.
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You can publish your book as an ebook and reach a global audience immediately as
well as receiving 70% royalty (under specific conditions.)
Your book can be sold anywhere in the world on the internet, through the Kindle ,
the iPad or even on cell phones. You can also publish your book as an audio book
or as a podcast.

Promoting your book has changed.
Author 2.0 uses online tools to market their books that are sold globally. They have
a blog themselves and read other blogs to stay up to date with the latest
information in the industry. They tweet and use Facebook to interact with their fans
and to promote their books online, as well as offer great free content to others.
They pitch book bloggers for reviews.
They do virtual book-tours and online giveaways. They use video to promote
themselves virally, and have a podcast on the topic of their book so readers can
hear their voice. They receive queries from journalists who find their online profile.
They make money through multiple streams of income, receiving royalty checks
from Amazon, ebook retailers, affiliate sales, product sales and consulting and
speaking fees.

Author	
  2.0	
  is	
  about	
  empowerment.	
  
It’s	
  about	
  you	
  and	
  your	
  book	
  reaching	
  a	
  global	
  
audience	
  on	
  your	
  terms.

THE	
  PUBLISHING	
  INDUSTRY	
  HAS	
  
CHANGED	
  
It’s important for the author to change, because the publishing world has
changed.
Our old notions of what we need to do to
become successful are now out of date. Sure,
there are some outliers who make it with just
a spectacular book alone, but for most of us
there are other ways in which we can take
control of our creative future.
In the last three years, publishing has been
rocked by the global financial crisis, changes
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in technology, the closures of physical bookstores and the rise of ebooks, tablets
and mobile technology.
There are still major advances for big name authors, but new authors are finding it
harder to break through. Publishers cannot nurture new authors through several
books before they have a blockbuster. They need guaranteed sales in this market.
Publishers are a business. They need to make money. If you want a publishing deal,
you need to help them!
A new set of small press publishers have emerged who focus on ebook only sales
or a specific genre to help them target their audience specifically and sell into a
ready market.
The biggest new player in
traditional publishing is
Amazon itself,which has imprints
for each of the major genres, like
Thomas & Mercer for thrillers and
mysteries.
They are signing big name
authors like Tim Ferris (of the 4 Hour Work Week) as well as authors who are selling
well through self-publishing like JA Konrath and Scott Nicholson.
At the same time, there has been a rise in self-publishing,
with authors selling hundreds of thousands on the Kindle
Store and other ebook platforms. Many are making a great
income from this method and have moved into writing fulltime because of their success. The well-known examples
include Amanda Hocking who has sold millions on the Kindle
and then took a $2.5 million deal with St Martin’s Press to
move from indie to traditional publishing.
Others like John Locke, the first author to sell a million on
the Kindle, have kept their ebook rights and sold print rights
in order to capitalize on their success.
But countless others are making a decent living from their
books. It’s no longer a pipe dream to be a full-time author.
There has also been a change in marketing and promotion tactics, with authors
encouraged to build their own platform and reach out to customers themselves.
Even established authors are using blogging, audio, video and social networking to
market themselves and their books. Recently, Paulo Coelho, bestselling author of
The Alchemist and many more used direct marketing to an online audience to take
his latest book, Aleph, to the top of the charts. Coelho blogs several times a week
and is active on social networks.

All of this points to a new publishing world where you and I
must find our place.
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Some will still try the traditional route to success but I firmly believe in the
empowerment of the author to create, publish, sell and market in this environment
using the online tools we now have available. If this is the new paradigm, how can
we make the most of the opportunities ahead?

THE	
  AUTHOR	
  2.0	
  MODEL	
  
The picture below is an overview of the business model for Author 2.0. It looks
complicated, but by taking each step slowly you can build a complete platform that
includes writing, publishing, sales and promotion – or just aspects of each,
depending on your goal.

In fact, you could concentrate on just a few of these topics and they would give you
an advantage in terms of platform building over other authors. If you already have
a book to sell, you can use some of these methods to boost your sales and
website traffic.
Each aspect is explained in the sections beyond, and recommended tools are listed
at the end, so you know how to get started.
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AUTHOR	
  2.0	
  MODEL	
  EXPLAINED
Everything starts with creation.
The fun of playing around with
imagination and seeing what
emerges.
Although I advocate building a platform
before your book is ready to sell, if you only
have time for one thing, it must be the
writing.
Writers write. That’s what they do. To go
from being a writer to an author, you must
publish and sell what you have written.
This whole model depends on taking your writing far enough that you move into
publishing and marketing it.
If your dream is to write a book and you’re not worried about the next steps, that’s
fine. You can read the writing section and skip the rest.
But if you want to be a professional author who is making their income from writing
and selling books, then you’ll want to consider the whole model.

WRITING
I am passionate about writing. I believe it can
heal the deepest wounds and help us express
our imaginations. We can connect with people
across time and distance through our words.
We can entertain, make people think or even
change their lives.
I do believe those of us who write, or want to write, have been drawn to it for as
long as we can remember. We have always felt a yearning to express ourselves.
Some may have spent years running from this or are afraid to start.

Now is the best time in the history of
the world to be an author!
So indulge your need to write and express whatever you want to.
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Writing	
  Non-‐Fiction	
  
I spent 13 years as a business consultant, producing reports, training documents,
technical writing, white papers and all kinds of different material. I wrote the
equivalent of a lot of books over that period but it didn’t bring me joy.
When I decided to finally write the book on my heart, the
result was “How To Love Your Job Or Find A New
One” (recently rewritten and rereleased in July 2012) which
focused on helping miserable corporate workers find their
passion and change their lives.
What I found was that the book you write can change your
life, and that first book changed mine.
Listen to this interview with me as I talk about
changing your life, writing and marketing a book
You normally write a non-fiction book because you
want to share your expertise. Maybe you have a business
you want to promote or specialist knowledge that people
want to know about. This is the process I followed for writing my book (it’s totally
different for fiction):
• Decide on the goals for your book and your intended market. Who do you
want to reach and what is your message? I wanted to reach people who are
unhappy in their jobs but may not know what they want instead.
• Decide on the topic for your book as it relates to the above. For example, if you
have a communications consultancy that covers a lot of topics, this will mean you
focus down to your niche area. For example, helping businesses communicate
within the organization is very different to helping them communicate to their
customers.
•Decide on your chapter headings. Brainstorm at
least 15 chapter headings and you will likely
amalgamate or change these later. At this point, if you
are considering traditional publishing, you’ll want to
write a proposal. See the Resources at the end of this
section for more detail.
•Write the chapters. I find a lot of people who want
to write non-fiction have reams of material to
aggregate into their books. Be selective (you might
have more than one book). If you struggle with
writing, try using a dictaphone and talk about your
chapters. Then get these audios transcribed and you
have the outline of your book.
• Rewrite, restructure, edit and use beta-readers. You will need to go through
the same editing process as fiction authors. Rewrite and change things as far as
14

you can get on your own and then you may want to use a professional editor to
help you get the book into it’s final shape. This is a circular process as you will
then need to rewrite the changes. Beta readers are people who get to read your
book before it’s published and give you feedback that might lead to more
changes. This is invaluable as you will always miss something! (More on editing
later)
• Create your platform, design your book. At the same time, if you are selfpublishing, you’ll need to be organizing cover design and your online platform so
you have people ready to buy your book. You’ll need to be organized with your
timings, set deadlines and try to keep to them. It’s definitely achievable to write
your non-fiction book!
Here are some resources for writing non-fiction.
• How to write your first book with Joanna Penn (audio and transcript)
• 7 reasons you should write a book for your business
• How to be a wealthy author of non-fiction books with Debbie Jenkins (audio)

Writing	
  Fiction	
  	
  	
  
Writing fiction is a totally different experience to nonfiction and involves learning a whole load of new skills.
I spent years thinking I couldn’t write fiction because I
was scared of not being good enough to write a Pulitzer
Prize winning novel. It turns out that people like thrillers,
which is what I like to read and write, so now that block
is gone and I can’t stop writing stories!

You can find the journey of my first novel,
Pentecost here
The articles and videos take you from my first ideas,
through NaNoWriMo, and then on to a year of writing,
editing, book launch and marketing to over 40,000
books sold and then signing with a NY agent.
My second novel, Prophecy is also now out and you can find both on Amazon. I
have a fiction site and blog at JFPenn.com: Ancient Mystery, Modern Thrill
In my own journey towards becoming a full-time author I have talked to many pros
and researched the success of brand name authors. One of the joys of going indie
is that you can write whatever you like, you can be adventurous at the edges of
genre if you want to be. But if mainstream success is your goal, then you might
consider the following.
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The most highly paid authors include James Patterson,
Stephen King, Danielle Steele, Ken Follett, and Janet
Evanovitch and they have the following things in common
that writers can emulate.
• Write a lot of books. James Patterson, as the highest
paid author in 2011, has had 51 NY Times bestsellers
and churns out almost one book a month now with a
number of collaborators. While you may not like his
writing style, he is certainly successful in understanding
that books are a product and serving his readers is the
critical aspect.
• Write a series. All of these writers have a series of
books, some of them have multiple series with
protagonists that people get to know and are keen to
read the next installment about. Remember, it may take you a year to write a
book, but it takes a real fan about 5 hours to read it. Then they want the next one!
If you can hook people into your series, you will sell the rest of them to that
reader, and the books will keep selling.
• Know your brand and write in a genre. Each of these names is synonymous with
a genre. You know what you are getting when you pick up a Stephen King or a
Danielle Steel. If they write in other genres, they use another name. These authors
are brand names, instantly recognizable products. You need to decide what your
brand is and where you fit on a bookshelf. Do you fit next to Patterson or Rowling
or Sparks?
• Understand it takes time. Most of the top 10 bestselling authors have been
around for decades. Only Meyer and Sparks could be considered young authors,
so it is encouraging to think that plugging away for years will eventually have
some success. If James Patterson or Danielle Steel had given up after 2 books,
would they be where they are now?
• Write popular fiction. This may be controversial but if you want to make money,
you need to write for the masses and avoid literary fiction. There is a clear
difference between a best-selling author versus a best writing author. One makes
money, the other wins literary acclaim and prizes. (Of course there are some
exceptions). You need to be clear what you are aiming for. (That doesn’t mean
bestsellers are not well written. Many of them are and we should all aim to write
well. It just means they are not considered “literary” by the critics).
• Create multiple streams of income. These authors do not just have physical
books. Their ideas have been turned into other products including movies,
merchandise, spin-off books, audio and digital products, games and even real
world experiences (think Harry Potter world!). Yes, they are big names but you can
create multiple streams of income for your books too.
Here are some specific articles on fiction that might inspire you:
• How to be a NY Times bestselling author with Scott Sigler (audio with transcript)
• What will you give up to write your book?
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• Becoming a ProWriter and selling thousands of books a month with New York
Times bestselling author CJ Lyons (audio with show notes)

The critical step after writing your book
Writing your book is a great achievement but for
it to become a professional finished product, you
need an editor, and sometimes several rounds of
editing.
If you get a publishing deal, this will be part of
the package, but even so, many authors are
investing in editing prior to submission in order
to improve their book’s chances.
I’m a passionate believer in using professional editors, especially as an
independent author. Your book should not be distinguishable from a traditionally
published book in terms of quality. I also use beta-readers, people who read the
(almost) finished product and give feedback that will help me improve just that little
bit more.
Here are some resources on editing:
• Why you need a professional editor for your book
• How to make sure your book is the best it can be
• Copy-editing and beta readers
• How to take criticism
• Recommended editors

For	
  more	
  articles	
  and	
  audios	
  on	
  writing,	
  click	
  here.	
  

If you’re interested in learning about writing a novel
in more detail, you might like this multi-media
short course with me and Roz Morris, author of 11
novels, including 8 bestsellers.
It contains 4.5 hours of video and audio as well as the
ebook transcripts and links to other material.
It goes through the process of writing and editing a
novel but, most importantly, contains all the tips and
tricks that will help save you time and energy along the
way. Roz brings years of expertise and I bring the
fresh eye that comes from being just a few books
into the journey. Click here for more details or to buy for US$99.
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Once you have your finished book, you need
to decide what to do with it.
There are many opportunities for authors these days, so you need to ensure you
know all your options for publishing.

WHAT	
  IS	
  AN	
  INDEPENDENT	
  (INDIE)	
  
AUTHOR?	
  
Self-publishing can be broken down
into many strands, but in recent years a
new label has been emerging: the
independent or indie author.
It’s true that to many people selfpublishing means bad quality books with
no editing published by one of the vanity
presses, and the main concern is that this
crap is flooding the world and readers
can’t find quality in the mass of rubbish. I
know these books do exist but I hope you
agree that we can do a lot better than that these days. I also believe that readers are
the new gatekeepers, so sales online, reviews and rankings will ensure that the
cream rises and the bad stuff drops out of the picture.
The term ‘indie author’ has been increasingly claimed by authors who want a
new label, one that does justice to the work involved.
This is my take on the subject but it is definitely a moving target and no doubt
there will be continued debate on it. I do mean for this to be an inclusive definition
and you may sit somewhere on the spectrum of indie, or you may be traditionally
published. People have different aims for their books and their writing careers and I
respect your choices, I just wanted to add to the debate and clarify some of the
misconceptions evident in the publishing arena.
Indie author means truly independent
At its most basic, indie means there is no separate publisher involved. Many indies
may have set up their own micro-press, so their books still have a publisher name
that is not the author’s name but the publisher is not one of the ‘author services’
companies. The indie author most likely owns their own ISBNs. The indie pays the
bills and is paid by the distributors, e.g. Amazon/Smashwords, directly. The only
middleman is the distributor.
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Indies are entrepreneurs and business-people
The Creative Penn is a limited company. My books
and this site, as well as my speaking, are a
business. I have an accountant and I do monthly
accounts. I monitor cash-flow, income and
expenses.
Indie authors may not all have such a developed
business but they treat their writing and
publishing in a business-like manner. That means they have to think about
financials but also sales and marketing, as well as production, on top of the creative
side. They basically act like a small press and can be defined as microentrepreneurs.
This entrepreneurial attitude also spills into why people go indie in the first
place. We like speed and we like control. Taking action and seeing what works
comes naturally, and jumping into new media, new technologies and opportunities
is part of what we do. By the time I had written my first novel, I already had a
platform, so it was worth the experiment to publish immediately and see what
happened. As the great entrepreneurs say, fail fast, fail often and then go with what
works.
Indies employ professionals as publishing involves teamwork
We all need editors!
I understand how the term self-publishing
can be judged as a misnomer because we
don’t do it all ourselves. We have a team
in the same way big publishers do.
One of the biggest criticisms of selfpublishing is the poor quality of the
finished product, which is why it’s
important to take these extra steps.
As indies, we budget for and employ
professional editors, professional designers and formatters for digital and print
books. We know the value of our work includes the way it is perceived on the page
as well as the work itself. The charge of bad quality is one we can avoid by investing
in a collaborative process.
Indies are (generally) still interested in ‘traditional’ book deals
Traditional publishing and self-publishing are not mutually exclusive.
There is a vocal camp that have now sworn off traditional publishing forever, but I
think many indies are still interested in a publishing deal, if it offers something they
can’t do or don’t want to do themselves.
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Most indies don’t hate mainstream publishing either, despite the noisy few who
make it look like we do.
In actual fact, we are all book lovers and advocates of reading in whatever
form people want to consume.
We all want the publishing industry to thrive and for readers to continue to buy
lots of books, and in fact, most authors are also huge consumers of books.
Many of the big earning indie authors have
been picked up by traditional publishing in
some form. Amanda Hocking is the most
famous with her St Martin’s Press deal of over
$2million. The picture left is her book on the
London Underground as she started on her
UK book tour (Jan 2012).
John Locke took a print distribution deal with
Simon & Schuster. Joe Konrath & Barry Eisler
signed with Amazon for some of their books.
Amazon isn’t one of the Big 6 publishers
right now, but may soon be. Their secret
contracts are rumored to be much better for
authors than other publishers but it’s still not purely indie anymore, although many
of these authors still continue to do their own work for other books.
The hybrid model, where some books are traditionally published and others are
indie published, seems to be growing and is perhaps the sweet spot for the most
successful authors. It’s certainly where I would like to get to myself.

TRADITIONAL	
  PUBLISHING	
  
I have to include something on traditional
publishing because I know it’s a dream for many
people.
Personally, my models are Amanda Hocking and
the others who have transitioned into
mainstream publishing on the back of indie
success, and those authors who blend the two
models successfully. In July 2012, I signed with a
New York agent to pursue this possibility with
my thriller novels.
For those who are wondering if going indie will
hurt their traditional publishing chances, check
out these articles:
• Self-publishing will not ruin your chances at a
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traditional deal (Writer’s Digest Jane Friedman)
• How self-publishing can lead to a real book deal (Alan Rinzler, publishing veteran)

But if you still want to go traditional, there are people who have
transitioned from indie.
When Amanda Hocking accepted the $2.5 million deal with St Martin’s Press, she
explained her move away from indie publishing:
“I want to be a writer. I do not want to spend 40 hours a week handling emails, formatting covers, finding editors, etc. Right now, being me is a full-time
corporation.”
The important thing to remember is: What is your definition of success and
how can you best get to that point? What is right for you, and also for your
book?
It’s also critical to know your rights and understand how the publishing business
actually works before you sign anything.
The sites I recommend for opening your eyes about traditional publishing are:
•Dean Wesley Smith’s blog specific articles on Killing the
Sacred Cows of Publishing and the
new world of publishing. Dean has
been in publishing for a long time
so he knows the scene and tells it
like it is.
•The Passive Voice Blog - lots of
links to publishing articles but also
lots on contracts and the nitty gritty
of rights

If you go into traditional
publishing with an understanding of how it works, you will be
much better off than going in blind.
The benefits of traditional publishing include:
• The kudos and prestige of gaining publication by a named house as well as access
to the community of published authors and literati.
• Publishers are the professionals at editing, printing and distribution of books. You
will have a top quality product at the end of the process and you should become a
better writer.
• Some marketing costs are covered and you may be provided with a publicist, but
this isn’t guaranteed. Publishers will primarily market to large book buyers and
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book store chains.
• An advance is given from potential royalties, but don’t expect it to be much for a
first time author.
• If the book does well, this can be a
longer term arrangement for multiple
books.
The drawbacks are as follows:
• There may be long lead times, so you
need to be patient. You will need a
publisher well in advance of finishing
your book. It may take 18 months
from completion to publication. Some
people don’t want to wait that long.
• Lack of control over the process and finished product. For example, you might
hate the cover but you are unlikely to get much say.
• The rights to the book are held by the publisher.
• If you don’t sell many books, you may not be so valued by the publisher. You still
need to carry on promoting after the initial gloss has worn off to keep sales going
as publishers move onto the next big thing very quickly.
The reverse of these points is pretty much true of self-publishing.
Check out these further resources if this is an area you’re interested in:
• For the most concentrated view of traditional publishing from the view of a
successful agent, check out Rachelle Gardner.
• Brilliant book proposals and the traditional publishing process with Julia
McCutchen (audio)
• Killing the sacred cows of publishing with Dean Wesley Smith (audio + video)
• The Breakout Novelist with New York literary agent, Donald Maass
• Moving from traditional publishing to indie with Orna Ross (previously with
Penguin)
If you want to get published the traditional way, you need to spend some time
researching the process and learning from people who have gone before you
in order to maximize your chances of success.
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Because traditional publishing is not my area of
expertise, I have teamed up with New York Times
bestselling author CJ Lyons to create the
ProWriter: Secrets of Traditional Publishing
Course.
CJ is the author of 16 novels, described as
Thrillers with Heart. She has 2 series of medical
thrillers, 2 books with environmental activist Erin
Brockovitch and a number of stand-alone
thrillers. CJ combines both traditional publishing
deals with indie publishing to create a successful hybrid career. In 2011, her novel
Blind Faith hit #2 on the NY Times bestseller list, #4 on the USA Today list and
sold 240,000 copies in 2 months.

In this course, I interview CJ Lyons, NY Times bestselling author, about traditional
publishing, covering everything from finding an agent, pitching, how the publishing
process works, how the money works, the pros and cons, details of contracts and
what to watch out for as well as the biggest mistakes people make.
The information I learned in this course enabled me to get signed with a New
York agent in July 2012.
CJ leads you through her own successful pitches to agents and shares personal
details of her transition from ER doctor to bestselling author and pro-writer. She
also covers what happens after the call and how the reality of being a published
author works.
This is a multi-media self-study course with over 3.5 hours or video, 4 hours of
audio and 50 pages of text information. It is aimed primarily at fiction authors and
it is a goldmine of information.
Find out everything you need to know about the course or purchase it here:
http://www.thecreativepenn.com/getpublished/
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PRINT	
  PUBLISHING	
  AS	
  AN	
  INDIE	
  
AUTHOR
You can still do small print runs as an indie
author but print on demand (POD) technology
has transformed the way print publishing is
done.
Basically, the book is ordered from Amazon or
another online or real-world store. The order goes to the printer who prints just
one copy, which is then sent to the customer.
Books are printed when they are needed. No waste, no pulping. No massive
outlay for a print run. No need to bother with shipping to customers. It’s not just
indies who are embracing this. Many traditional publishers are also using the
mechanism for backlist or less mainstream books.
You can really be adventurous with your creative projects with print these days,
and the beauty of POD is that the costs are quite low, so you can play around with
ideas.
• Adventurer Alastair Humphreys walked across India and then created a paperback
version, a hardback tabletop photobook, a full-size map as well as Kindle, iPad
versions of his book ‘There Are Other Rivers’. You can read about his adventures
in publishing here.
• I helped my 9 year old niece, Anna, self-publish her first book. She designed the
cover, the pictures and wrote the story. This experience has given her confidence
and inspired her to create more.

So how do you actually go about publishing a print book with
print on demand?
There are a number of companies who can help
you do this but the most recommended are:
* Createspace - this is Amazon’s own print on
demand company and has a great deal of help
documentation as well as wizards to help you
step through the process.
* LightningSource - For more advanced users in
that you need print ready files and you need to be a ‘publisher’, but we are all
publishers these days!
Here’s a post on Createspace vs
LightningSource from The Alliance of
Independent Authors (which I am an
advisor to and I highly recommend as a
great community of likeminded indies)
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* Lulu - also has great help documentation and wizards to guide you through
* Blurb - I recommend Blurb for photo-books and they also have a charity area so
it’s great for not-for-profits.
There are lots of other companies ranging from great quality to those who are
basically ripping you off. Please be careful here when you’re shopping around.
Compare the prices on their sites to the ones who want to charge you thousands of
dollars. Self-publishing does not mean vanity press anymore.

When you’re deciding on a print-on-demand company, check:
• Upfront costs - what are they charging you for? If you
need help with cover design, ISBN etc., what will these
cost you?
• Ongoing costs and cover price - what percentage will
they take from your book sales?
• Where do you want to be distributed and how will
they help you do that?
• Is it easy to make changes to the files?
Don’t get ripped off either :) If you’re going to go with a company that will help you
publish, please check them out on Preditors and Editors which keeps track of the
scams out there (and there are lots!)

When is a small print run a good idea?
Of course, you can still do a small print run and it’s a great idea if you have a
distribution method planned. For example, you are a speaker and sell books at the
back of the room, or you have distribution lined up in local bookstores.
I just urge you to be realistic. I was stung by this when I enthusiastically ordered a
few thousand books and then failed to sell them.

What do you need to order to produce a print book?
You basically need a cover file and an interior file which you upload onto one of the
POD sites. You can do it all yourself but the question is really how professional you
want the finished product to be. I would always recommend using a professional
cover designer unless you have graphic design skills. If you have a complicated
layout, you might also consider professional typesetting and book design.
I sell 95% ebooks so I focus on that publishing and distribution method.
So although I blog about it
sometimes, my #1 resource for

independent print publishing
is TheBookDesigner.com, where Joel
Friedlander runs his book design business and blogs almost daily on a brilliant
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range of subjects, focusing on independent print publishing. Joel did the book
design, both cover and internal, for my first thriller Pentecost, and it was a fantastic
job.
Here are some more resources:
• Book Cover Design: The process explained with Joel Friedlander, the Book
Designer
• Book cover design tips with Anthony Puttee. Ant specializes
in cover design and he has some great ideas in this
interview even if you want to DIY.
• CreativIndie Book Covers - I recommend Derek Murphy,
who did my cover for Prophecy, and who does amazing
covers for a great price.
• Self Publishing: Your Questions Answered with April
Hamilton, author of “The Indie Author Guide” (audio with
transcript)
• Self Publishing and Book Marketing Tips with Dan Poynter,
of Para Publishing (audio with transcript)
• How to Publish Your Book - a consulting session I did with a coach on options for
publishing her book which gives an overview of POD and ebook publishing.

EBOOK PUBLISHING
WOW! and double WOW!
I struggle to contain my excitement about the
opportunities for independent authors in this
rapidly moving and fast growing digital market.
It seems that every day something new happens in this arena, and we are in a wild
west phase where people are just experimenting and seeing what happens. Indies
are also increasingly sharing this information so you will find a wealth of
information on the industry blogs. (Follow @thecreativepenn on twitter where I
share all the updates)
An ebook is basically a version of the book
you can read on the Kindle, Nook, Sony
Reader, the iPad, your computer, your phone
or basically anywhere that’s not print.
Personally, I’m a Kindle junkie, and now read
99% of my books on that device. Ebooks are
changing the way people consume books,
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especially commercial fiction, so it’s definitely something you need to be aware of.
Even if you’re a confirmed hater of
ebooks, you need to know about this
market if you want to sell your own
books to a rapidly growing audience.
The growth of ebook sales isn’t in
dispute. The moment I cite a source it
will be out of date. Just google ‘ebook
sales growth’ and you’ll get the latest.
But check out Jeff Bezos and his graph of
the hockey stick Kindle growth vs. print
sales. You’d be crazy not to want a piece
of this market.

How can you publish your ebook?
Currently, the ebook market is fragmented into multiple platforms and formats.
This may change over time but for now, this is the basic ecosystem. Essentially you
upload your book and within 24-48 hours, it’s selling.
Quite miraculous!
• Amazon KDP will publish your book to the Kindle. It’s
free and all you need is a cover and a .mobi formatted
book to upload. This is open to any author globally. If
you publish exclusively to Amazon for a period you
can be part of KDP Select which offers specific
promotional opportunities. Your royalties are 70% for
books priced between $2.99 - $9.99 or 30% for under
$2.99.
• Smashwords.com will publish your book to all
platforms for free and take commission of up to 15%
on sales. They also have a conversion engine so you
can just load a MS Word document and they do the rest. They are open to any
author globally and they have a lot of help and promotional opportunities. All you
really need is KDP and Smashwords.
• BookBaby provide a similar service to Smashwords but they have a cleaner
interface and take an upfront fee instead of a percentage of sales. I now
predominantly use BookBaby.
Here’s a post on BookBaby vs Smashwords which may help you decide.
• PubIt is available for the Barnes&Noble Nook but is only available to US bank
account holders.
• Kobo Writing Life is available for the Kobo device and this company looks to be
the greatest challenger to Amazon in the foreign markets (i.e. not US & UK).
The general rule is to go direct to the distributor if you can and then use
Smashwords/BookBaby for the rest.
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There are lots of other options but those are the main ones. Again, if you find other
providers, check their pricing for initial costs, royalties and ongoing changes.
Personally, I prefer more control, so I’d rather use these sites than another
middleman.
There is so much information and analysis of the top Kindle sellers and how to be
more like them. The basics of success seem to be:
* Write great books - and lots of them. The more books you have, the more sales
you will make. Your book page is the best marketing.
* Have a great cover design as people do judge a book by its cover. My current
book cover designer is Derek Murphy at CreativIndie Covers.
* Have a great blurb that includes quotes from the reviews you have as well as a
catchy description.
* Use the right category and tags for your book. Aim for a category you can more
easily rank in. Clearly ‘Romance’ will have a lot of big name brand authors in but
you could try Romantic Suspense, which is a sub-set you could rank in.
Here are two interviews with #1 Amazon bestselling authors on how they reached
the top of the charts:
• Secrets of Amazon metadata with #1 Amazon bestseller Mark Edwards
• Marketing your way to an Amazon bestseller with Rachel Abbott

If you want to know all the nitty-gritty details of how to be a successful
independent author, check out this multimedia course I’ve produced with NY
Times bestselling author CJ Lyons, Secrets of Independent Publishing
Success.
After years of being traditionally published, it was
CJ’s indie book, Blind Faith, that hit the NY Times
bestseller list at #2 in 2011. It has now been
picked up for publication with St Martin’s Press,
but CJ is passionate about how fantastic indie
publishing can be for authors taking responsibility
for their own careers.
My own independently published ARKANE novels
have now sold over 40,000 copies and I have spent
the last 3 years exploring what it means to be
independently published with fiction and nonfiction.
The course contains video and audio as well as text with CJ and I on reasons for
indie publishing, pros and cons, the mistakes people make, how you get paid as
well as an exploration of our sales figures for 2011 – CJ’s breakout novel and my
own, more modest figures which you will find fascinating.We discuss what happens
after your book is live and how to optimize your sales page. There is a bonus
interview with Joel Friedlander, from TheBookDesigner.com on book cover design.
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We also take you behind the scenes of our own accounts for Amazon KDP, PubIt,
Smashwords, and Createspace showing you the step by step process for publishing
as well as providing material on KDP Select and formatting your file with Scrivener.
This is a multi-media self-study course with over 4 hours of video and audio and
50 pages of text information. It can be used by fiction and non-fiction authors
although the examples given are primarily of fiction books.
Find out more or purchase the course now:
http://www.thecreativepenn.com/selfpublish/

More ebook publishing resources
•John Locke’s ebook ‘How I sold 1 million books ebooks in 5
months’
• One of the bestselling ebook authors, and the one who
shares most of his knowledge is Joe Konrath at Newbie’s
Guide to Publishing.
* DigiBookWorld - the latest in ebook publishing news
* EBook Publishing Inspiration with Mark Coker for
Smashwords (audio and video)
Ebooks Q&A with Joshua Tallent from EbookArchitects (audio
with transcript)
* Piracy vs Obscurity: Which is worse for authors?	
  Because	
  everyone	
  always	
  asks	
  me	
  
about	
  this!

AUTHOR	
  ENTREPRENEUR
I talked before about the importance of the
business mindset in the section on indie
authors. In all of these creative endeavors, I
believe it’s important to consider your reasons
for doing it.
Are you writing and publishing to fulfill a dream, and money isn’t important? Or do
you want to become a full-time author, someone who makes a living from their
books, products and services?
You will see from my business model that
I offer online courses, live speaking
events and consulting as well as books.
Online education through multi-media
courses can be a great way to expand
your range of products and services and
leverage your time. You can create once
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and sell multiple times.
For me, the entrepreneurial mindset is all about constantly learning and
improving, then applying the lessons learned to my business. It’s about
acknowledging that I need to know about finances, sales and marketing as well as
writing and publishing. Even if you end up with a traditional publishing deal,
knowing about these things will improve your chances of being happy and
successful as a writer.
Here are some more resources:
• Creating intellectual property assets through writing can change your life
• Killing the sacred cows of publishing with Dean Wesley Smith (author of over 90
novels). This is a fantastic discussion on how authors make money. Dean is frank
about the need for authors to look after their business interests.
• Multiple streams of income for fiction authors
• Creative entrepreneurship and content marketing with Mark McGuinness
To become a professional writer, you need professional
habits. This seems to be the only constant to any success
in life. I’ve been learning a lot about this lately from
Turning Pro by Steven Pressfield, which is a challenge to
make a decision on whether we are professionals or
amateurs. This book seriously kicked my ass and I
absolutely recommend you read it.
Here are a couple of my lessons learned (click here to read
the full article):
•“The difference between an amateur and a professional is
in their habits. The habits of professional writers are
around how they get their books written, but the main
habit is that they actually get the writing done.
Pro writers write, and keep writing over time. The successful pro writers, like
Pressfield, have multiple books that they have continued to produce even
when sales didn’t perform as they would have liked. They aren’t put off by
short term disappointments. They produce a body of work over time, and
keep creating.
•

“You and I, who are artists and entrepreneurs, live a life that’s closer to
natural … We migrate. We follow the Muse instead of the sun.” I find
natural metaphors of creativity to be a great relief because there is a sense of
ebb and flow about them. We cannot expect to be at the peak of creativity all
the time. We need those seasonal breaks, those fallow times when the mind
can rest and recharge. I also like the idea of the creative project as coming to
fruition, then we pick that crop and move onto the next project. That harvest
goes into the world and we are disconnected from it. That emotional distance
from our creation is something I am still working on!
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•

“The amateur continuously rates himself in relation to others, becoming
self-inflated if his fortunes rise, and desperately anxious if his star
should fall. The amateur craves third-party validation.” OUCH. I know I get
‘comparisonitis‘ at times, but I try to see other authors’ success as an
inspiration to try harder. But I sometimes fall into this trap. How about you?

•

Turning pro is a decision we make every day. I have had this quote from ‘The
War of Art’ on my wall for 8 months now.
“On the field of the self stand a knight and a dragon. You are the knight.
Resistance is the dragon. The battle must be fought anew every day.”
Every day I have to make the decision to be a professional writer. I have to
write and not be distracted by the other things that call for my time. There
are many days when I lose. But increasingly I am winning the battle more
days than most, which means my creative output will develop. No one said
this was easy! There’s also a great chapter in the book on the qualities of a
professional which is a huge challenge but something we can all aspire to
every day.

I highly recommend you buy this book. I have it in both ebook and print book
formats so I can have it on my desk for the days when resistance is beating me up.
In my quest to discover more about how to become a
professional writer, I again teamed up with New York
Times bestselling author CJ Lyons for Secrets of a
ProWriter.
In this multimedia course, we cover managing your
creative self, managing your creative productivity and
managing your creative business. We tackle the
psychology behind what we do and how we often feel as
well as the nitty gritty details of business. Read more
about the course here.

DO	
  YOU	
  REALLY	
  HAVE	
  TO	
  DO	
  
MARKETING?	
  
The rest of this blueprint goes into the various online marketing strategies you can
use as an author. You may find it overwhelming, but remember, you don’t have to
do it all at once. Indeed, you don’t have to do any of it at all if you don’t want to.
Marketing that you do yourself is usually free in terms of money, but it costs
time and effort. Alternatively, if you have money, you can pay other people to do it
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for you by hiring a publicist or a social media expert, or just investing in advertising
on websites.
One of the top selling books on Amazon.com of 2011 was
Darcie Chan’s The MIll River Recluse, which sold over 450,000
ebooks.
In an interview with the Wall Street Journal, Chan explained how
she used strategic pricing and advertising to make her book
attractive. I analyze her marketing in this article so definitely check
that out as one option.
Indie guru JA Konrath has also recently written that marketing is
over-rated and you should just focus on optimizing your book page, writing more
great books and using fantastic covers. It’s a basically a matter of testing and trying
things out for yourself.
If you are selling books in the thousands every month already, I’m pretty sure you
don’t need any of this information. But if your sales are not at the level you want
them to be, then you could consider some of these ideas for your marketing
arsenal.
When my first book came out 4 years ago and I sold fewer than 100 books in 6
months, I knew I had to change things. I embarked on a journey to learn about
marketing and sales that I am still continuing today. I find it fascinating. There are
aspects of psychology and business acumen, creative expression, great ideas,
connections with like-minded people and (believe it or not) fun! It was hard to
get started but once I did, I’ve never looked back and the sales of my books are
now are testament to at least something working! It’s all a work in progress, but
that does mean some work and some progress.

How	
  to	
  Dind	
  readers	
  and	
  
market	
  your	
  book	
  
The next 20 pages will give you a whole load of free
information on book marketing, but sometimes, too
much information can be overwhelming.
NY Times bestselling author CJ Lyons and I have
created a comprehensive multimedia course, How to
find readers and market your book, that takes you
through the fundamentals of marketing, your author brand, website and what you
need before you start marketing. Then we look at how to maximize the success of
your book without an author platform using tools like optimizing your Amazon
page, book cover design, book reviews, advertising and pricing. Finally we go
through author platform building, blogging, social networking, multimedia and
your book launch. Click here for more details on the course.

So	
  let’s	
  get	
  into	
  internet	
  marketing.	
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YOUR	
  INTERNET	
  HOME:	
  THE	
  HUB	
  OF	
  
YOUR	
  AUTHOR	
  PLATFORM
The core of the model is
your hub, your home on the
internet.
This is where you base
yourself online and where you
drive everyone to. It’s where you create, sell and promote from.
All authors need a site like this.
This may be your website, your blog or it may be a page on another site, for
example, your Amazon profile, Facebook fan page or another author specific page.
This is where you connect with your fans and talk about your books, your research
and your life as a writer.
I personally recommend a blog based site which is easy to set up and use. You
don’t need an expensive setup or a webmaster to update your site and you can get
going immediately. Many people update their site over time to reflect their growing
professionalism and also add new material, new books etc. So you don’t have to get
it perfect first-time. My site, The Creative Penn, is a Wordpress blog, which I’ll
explain more about in the Blogging section. I also have JFPenn.com which is geared
towards my fiction audience.

Most importantly, just get started with content, and you can tweak it later. We
all change over time, and so do our online homes.
One of the most important things to have on your website/blog is a signup list
so that you can start building a list of people who are interested in your book or
product. This will start small, but over time you will have a list of thousands of
people who are ready to buy your book. If you don’t have this, you will struggle to
kick-start your launch process. But if you do have it, you will be able to sell books
immediately.
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You need to attract people who are interested in your book/product. The best
way to do this is with a free offer that starts the relationship.
This document is an example of list building with a free product. I offer this
document for free and you join my list. You are
interested in this material so I know you are interested
in other similar material. I have to continue to deliver
value or you can just unsubscribe. This is permission
marketing. It is a powerful way to find people who
might be interested in your book or product.
You can offer many different free products. Here are
some ideas:
• Ebook chapters of your print book, or samples of
your short stories
• Audio interview with you/experts in your area
• Top tips on how to write a thriller or other genre
novel
• Newsletter with useful information

This is Internet Marketing 101. Seriously, start a list.
Here’s how to build your list from scratch.
If you have a book already, it is a fantastic idea to ask people to sign up for your list
if they enjoyed your book. Here’s how I did this with my first book Pentecost, and
how you can do it too.
How your site looks and feels to people stopping by is important, as they will have
an instant reaction, which is where your branding comes in.

AUTHOR	
  BRANDING	
  
First impressions do count. People do judge a
book by its cover, so your site needs to
represent you in the best light possible. The
right people should be attracted to your site and
want to stick around.
You have a brand, whether you like it or not, because it relates to how people
perceive you. People’s impressions come from your book titles, the look and feel of
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your website, what you say on social
networks, the images you post online and
how you respond to email. Everything you
do publicly contributes to your brand.
In a publishing sense, authors often use
different pen-names depending on the
genre of book they are writing. It might be
a subtle difference or a completely different
name but it segments the market for the publisher. Branding is also used for a book
series and cover design. So you might think branding is only a marketing term for
big business, but it’s definitely something we need to consider as authors.
The world is our market, so our internet home should reflect how we want to
be portrayed.
You will need to think about your personal brand as well as your book related
brands. Do you want to use your own name? Do you need multiple sites? (although
this can be hard to maintain over time).
For more on this, read: How to discover and build your author brand.
I spent a lot of time on my own author brand for my thrillers. You can see the result
at JFPenn.com: Ancient Mystery, Modern Thrill.
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USING	
  THE	
  FREE	
  LINE
The Free Line is an important concept for authors and other people selling and
promoting online.

Above the Free Line, you can
build your author platform.
Below the Free Line, you can
write, create, publish and
sell your products.
(Image: Flickr CC BStabler)

People expect free information these days, and to get attention, you often need to
give something away for free that is of significant quality so they will be interested
in more of your work.
The free line means that anything above the line is free, and anything below is what
you can sell. But you can only sell to an audience who want your work. They will
only want it after you have demonstrated its quality with the free information.
All authors need to be giving parts of their work away for free.
The latest development in free for independent authors is Amazon’s KDP Select
program, introduced in December 2011. (For the full story on ebooks, see the
Ebook Publishing section above.)
Amazon ask that your ebook is available
exclusively to them for the enrolment
period and is available for lending to
Amazon Prime readers. In exchange, you
receive a proportion of a lending pot of
money but you also have 5 days when your
book can be made available to Amazon customers for free as a promotional activity.
This has the result of pushing your book up the Amazon charts, making it more
visible to other customers who may end up buying it. At the end of 5 days, you will
often make more sales because your ranking is higher and there is more data about
who is downloading your ebook. There are mixed feelings in the indie author world
but many are trying it and finding it a positive step.
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Free or cheap also works well for the first book in a series, or a stand-alone
book that can promote the author’s backlist. NY Times bestselling author CJ Lyons
believes that her own books are her best marketing tool, so
she did an experiment making her book Snakeskin available
for free. In her words,

“48 hours after it was placed on sale for free, 24,987 copies
were downloaded and it had made it to #3 on the Amazon
Kindle Free Bestseller list! Now some might say: CJ youʼre
crazy! You could have made over $8,000 if youʼd priced it at
0.99 instead of giving it away for free. Youʼre losing money! No
sir. Iʼve lost at most the $300 a month the book was earning
me … but Iʼve gained potentially 24,987 *NEW* readers.”
You can read the full story here: Is Free Too High A Price?

BLOGGING
People often ask me to talk about the top 3
things that made a difference in my author
platform building. The first thing is always
blogging.

Blogging changed my life
and I am an evangelist for it!
A blog is just a type of website run on specific content management software like
Wordpress that enables ease of creation, update and management of the site. It also
enables comments, and allows you to plug in pieces of code that let you do exciting
things without knowing any programming. It is your home on the internet, but it’s
also the core of your marketing platform.
Using a blog for marketing means understanding the principles of Content
Marketing. People want information or entertainment from the internet, so if they
find you, and you provide this, they are likely to stick around and maybe buy your
books and services. Click here to read more about content marketing.
I started The Creative Penn in order to share the journey of being a writer back in
December 2008. I had 2 failed blogs before that, but I knew I wanted to save others
the time, money and heartache I had already spent myself. I didn’t really know what
I was doing when I started so I took a course and just started writing.
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The first 6 months were like howling into the wind. No traffic, no response and
hardly any comments. Nothing. But I persisted and grew into my ‘voice’ over time. I
was learning more and sharing more. I started a podcast and later added video. I
joined Twitter and started networking. I learned about writing fiction and then
wrote 2 novels. But all this started with the blog.
Along the way, I have met some amazing people who I continue to network with.
We post on each other’s sites and support book launches. I
have had speaking engagements, including a week in Bali,
from blog contacts. I’ve been able to use it as a launch
platform for my own books. The Creative Penn has also been
voted as one of the Top 10 Blogs for Writers 2 years running
and is the core of my business helping authors write, publish
and promote their books. (Yes, it makes me money!)
But most of all, I have been able to share the journey and be of
use to many other writers which is rewarding in itself. I can’t
recommend blogging highly enough.
Blogging is the best way to build a platform online because it focuses your effort
into one place. Search engines love regular content updates, and the technology is
now easy to set up and use. It also allows a two-way conversation with your
audience so you can create relationships.
Some of the top authors worldwide blog, so aspiring authors
definitely need to consider it! Examples include multi-award
winning fantasy author Neil Gaiman and inspirational
novelist Paulo Coelho, who blogs almost daily in multiple
languages. Crime writer Tess Gerritsen (think Rissoli & Isles)
blogs at Murderati along with other crime writers. There are
lots of examples, so look for authors in your niche and see
what they include in their posts.
Other people have started a blog and then turned their
online success into a book deal. One example is Julie & Julia,
which became a book and a hit movie with Meryl Streep. The
blog can also be used for collaborative writing with an
audience waiting to buy the book. There are many ways to use blogs to help you
create and find an audience.
You can get a free blogging platform today from Wordpress.com and start building
your audience right away. It is very easy to add a link to an online store and you
can be selling your book in no time.
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Of course, you will want to develop your blog over time. There is a lot to learn
and we can’t cover it all in this short ebook. Here are some free resources for you to
start with:
* Blogging Basics with Joel Williams, the Blog Tech Guy
* Advanced Blogging Tips with The Blogging Teacher, Paul Cunningham
* Top 10 tips for effective blogging for authors
* How to improve your blog: Lessons learned from the Problogger event
Writing effective blog posts that work for search engine optimization as well
as making your readers happy is one aspect of copywriting. It’s a different skill
to writing a novel or non-fiction book. To be effective, there are many skills to be
learned. My #1 resource for copywriting is CopyBlogger.com which has some
fantastic posts on writing good copy.
I’ve been learning about blogging for several years now and I have posted
every 2 days for most of that time. It’s fun for me, it’s not a chore. If you start
blogging, realize it will take time to grow an audience. Again, my recommendation
is to get started and adjust along the way.
Many of you wanted more in-depth knowledge on this
topic, so I have created a multi-media mini-course with
behind-the-scenes video of my blog setup and basically
everything I have learned from over 3 years writing at The
Creative Penn.
All the information is specifically aimed at writers and
authors and uses examples from the publishing world. It is
US$39.99 and you can read all about it by clicking here.

SOCIAL	
  NETWORKING
My second biggest recommendation for
marketing is social networking.
Why do we network online anyway? People
who don’t get Facebook, Twitter and
Google+ say it’s a waste of time. But no-one wants to know what you had for
breakfast and that’s not how you use these tools anyway.
Yes, it’s still fun but it’s totally different to use the networks for marketing than for
chatting to your friends. You definitely need to be authentically you, but the aim is
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to select what you share based on your brand. If people like what you share, they
will share it with their friends and you are exposed to a wider audience. People may
then click through to learn more about you, go to your blog, buy your book, hire
you, whatever. But the first step is getting their attention, and that’s where social
networking comes in.
The tools may change but the principle is the same, as below.

(1) Attention
Attention is hard to get in this speedy online world. Millions of books compete for it
as well as perhaps the more powerful media of video and gaming. Social networks
are a way to grab attention for a moment in order to draw people into the funnel as
above. Pieces of content are breadcrumbs leading to your door. This could be a
picture of the tequila your character drinks shared on Pinterest. It could be a piece
from National Geographic that your niche audience would find interesting. It could
be a link to an article you’ve written about an art gallery launch that sparked your
creative flow. Be interesting, entertaining or inspirational and be sure to use an
enticing headline so people want to click and share.

(2) Interest
Social is pointless on its own as a marketing mechanism (although of course it can
be enjoyed for its own sake). The aim is to get people to notice you and be
interested enough to follow you or click through to your website.
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Social networks rise and fall. You don’t own that real estate, you only borrow it for a
while so be sure to capture the interest. This means that you need a website and a
list mechanism so that people can sign up for your newsletter or updates. This is
permission marketing - people have given you permission to email them which is a
more personal form of communication and can develop the relationship further.

(3) Desire
Sometimes people will buy a book based on one contact but generally it takes time
for people to make a buying decision. Once people have found you and are
interested in what you’re doing, they will follow your blog, maybe listen to an
interview with you and continue to follow you on social networks. They will also
receive your email newsletter. By producing other pieces of content you will expand
the impact you can have.
Social is about people knowing you, liking you and trusting you enough to let you
have a slice of their time and attention. Authenticity over the long term is therefore
important so you can sustain it. Marketing, like writing, is a long term activity.

(4) Action
Once people know you, like you and trust you, they are far more likely to try your
books, or recommend you to others. There is no hard sell necessary. This method is
about attracting people who might be interested in what you have to say.

How the 80:20 rule works with social
The 80:20 rule has nothing to do with the amount of time spent on social networks.
It is about the percentage you spend on promoting others vs. yourself. One of the
biggest mistakes of social is to make it all about you. The focus should be on being
useful, inspiring or entertaining with occasional tweets that promote your own
material or talk about personal things. This also brings about social karma, a
generosity that comes when you promote others and results in enhanced word of
mouth.

Social means social
Social doesn’t work if you don’t enjoy it or if you are unrelentingly negative.
Networks are collective energy expressed in one place. If you exude negativity or
hype or spam, then that’s what you will experience in return. It is about enjoying
yourself, joining a conversation, learning from people, sharing something
interesting and making connections. Yes, it’s actually fun!
Some people think that online relationships are somehow shallow or unreal, but for
introvert authors, the online social world is far preferable to live networking events
or parties. Friendships formed on Twitter can spill into Skype conversations,
meeting up in person and support networks, as well as mutual promotion.
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Of course social isn’t a magic bullet to sell millions of books. It’s just one tool in
the arsenal of marketing activities that some people enjoy. But from my personal
experience, it can definitely result in book sales.

My social networking platform of choice is Twitter. From @thecreativepenn I
tweet regular information on writing, publishing and book marketing.

At time of writing, I’m heading towards 30,000 followers who ‘tune in’ to get the
latest information in these areas. I scan around 200 blogs every week and tweet on
a regular schedule in multiple timezones. 80% of my tweets are other people’s
articles and then I intersperse my own blog posts, podcasts, videos and book
promotion into that. Yes, it’s work but it’s part of my marketing strategy (and
again, it’s fun!)
Maybe you write steampunk novels. You could tweet the latest in steampunk news,
book reviews, gadgets, fashion and exhibitions. You could be the steampunk
newsfeed and people who were into that niche would follow you. You would then
have links to your books from your profile and homepage.
It doesn’t really matter what platform you use.
There are so many sites and tools these days but
the principles remain the same across the
platforms. They do have bias, for example, LinkedIn
really is a business site so it is a great place for
non-fiction business writers, but the rest have
readers of all kinds.
My top tip is to create profiles everywhere but then
pick your favorite and focus on growing that into a significant presence. Don’t
spread yourself too thin or you won’t achieve anything.
Here’s some more information on social networking.
* 7 Social networking tips to avoid. These include not being interesting enough; not
understanding generosity and social karma; not being personal enough, or being
too personal; not being consistent with your niche and more.
* Social networking for authors: Tips for using Twitter effectively. How I use twitter.
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* Facebook marketing for authors with Amy Porterfield, Facebook marketing
strategist
* Social media marketing strategy with Marian Schembari
There are also reader specific social networks.
One of the biggest, and my favorite, is
Goodreads.com where people share book reviews
and authors can also run promotions. For more on
using Goodreads for promotion, check out this
interview with Robin Sullivan on 6 figure selfpublishing which includes her tips on Goodreads.
Many people want to know how to effectively use social
networking to sell books without wasting time and effort. It
is a time-intensive activity so you want to hit the ground
running when you start. I have a multi-media mini-course
on Social Networking where I go through all the sites and
how to use them, as well as my in-depth tips. It’s US$39.99
and you can find out more about it here.
You can also connect with me on the following social
networks:
Twitter @thecreativepenn
Google+/JoannaPenn
Facebook/TheCreativePenn
Goodreads/ JoannaPenn
http://pinterest.com/jfpenn/

MULTI-‐MEDIA:	
  VIDEO
There are lots of marketing tactics that
make people cringe. We don’t want to be
associated with that.
Marketing should be about sharing what
we love and think is great value with
people who might enjoy hearing about it.
One of the associated principles is that people who know, like and trust you are
more likely to buy your book. Think about it. You heard about someone through a
blog post, or on Twitter. Then you checked their site out, and from there decided to
sample their ebook because it caught your eye.
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So what is the most effective way to communicate your authentic self so
people have a chance to know, like and trust you?
We are human and we still judge people by how they look, how they sound and how
they behave. How they write is one thing, but if your blog consists of only text
based posts, how will people discover the real you?
These days, the technology to communicate with video and audio is cheap and easy
to use and is an incredibly effective way of bonding
with your audience.
But I know what you’re saying right now. “I hate how
I look, I’m too fat, I hate my voice, I’m not technical
enough to use that equipment ...”
Well, your voice and your face are uniquely you. People
are people. They connect with faces and voices, not
just text on a page hiding behind avatars.
It takes a while to get into the swing of it but I’ve found
that my podcast and my videos have really helped me connect with people. You just
have to get over the initial pain and it fades away pretty fast.

Still need convincing?
Watch this video on “How to make your book the best it can be”.
Do you know me better already?
You’ve seen me smile and watched my
mannerisms. You have made some
judgments about me.
Maybe you turned it off. Maybe it
interested you.
Whatever happened, you had a reaction
and that’s what we want. People who
are not in your ‘tribe’ will click away
and that’s fine. But those people
attracted by what you’re doing will stick
around.
Here’s another one where I honestly share how I’m feeling about my book launch.
It’s personal and vulnerable about my fears of criticism and my worries.
How it feels to have your book out there in the world
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Here are some other reasons to use video:
• YouTube is the #2 search engine in the world and it’s
owned by Google. You want to be found and this is another
way of doing it. Video often ranks higher than text posts. If
you search for “thriller novel” on Google, you should find a
couple of my videos on the first few pages. That’s the power
of video! Google are also investing in making the platform more serious and it has
TV and films now, so people are getting to used to longer style videos.
• You can stand out as an author using video because so few are doing it.
Perhaps authors are generally introverts and technophobes, but there are very few
authors who use video consistently on their blogs. There are a couple of
outstanding examples of authors using video as their
primary channel. YA author John Green rocks YouTube with
his brother at vlogbrothers. His fast-talking, funny videos
appeal to his target market. The channel has 630,000
subscribers and John’s last book hit #1 before it was
published because of this audience.
If you hate what you look like, you can do a screen-cast
using Powerpoint and your voice. There are lots of options.
For more information, check out these posts:
•7 reasons why writers should be using video for book
promotion
• Using video for book promotion with Gideon Shalwick from RapidVideoBlogging
• You can also subscribe to my YouTube channel here: YouTube.com/
TheCreativePenn

Multi-‐Media:	
  Book	
  Trailers
Book trailers are video promos for books, similar to
movie trailers. Some are amazing and others are
terrible!
I’m a fan of excellent book trailers, but they can
do more damage than good, so definitely weigh up
whether it’s worth it for you.
I made one for my first novel, Pentecost - click here
to watch it. It cost me around US$200 for the high
quality video, images and movie style music.
It also took me around 2 days to make. It’s had 2717
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views as I write this but there’s no way of telling whether this translated into sales. I
like to experiment with my marketing but personally, I’ll be using other methods
before this in the future.
If you’re interested in book trailers, check out these posts:
• How to create a book trailer : How I made mine and found the media for it
• How to use book trailers effectively: Interview with Darcy Pattison, author of The
Book Trailer Manual

MULTI-‐MEDIA:	
  AUDIOS	
  AND	
  
PODCASTING
The same occurs with audio when you create a podcast or an audio version of your
book by reading it yourself. People connect with your voice. They hear your laugh,
and if they listen to you for 30 minutes a week for years, you have certainly gained
a fan.
Podcasts are basically audios distributed over the internet. Audiobooks can also
be distributed through podcast feeds. You can create your own audiobook using
PodioBooks.com, a great place to find indie audiobooks to listen to and also help on
making your own.
Some authors have also got book deals off the back
of their podcasting success.
•NY Times bestselling author Scott Sigler (left) talks
about his books and how he got started with
podcasting
•Scott Sigler and Seth Harwood talk about podcasting
to success at the Writer’s Digest conference
• Thriller author JC Hutchins talks about how his podcast success with 7th Son led
to a transmedia novel deal
Podcasts can be interview shows or discussion on a topic as well as people reading
their books.
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The Creative Penn podcast is available on
iTunes - click here to subscribe.
There are over 134 episodes of the podcast so far,
containing over 70 hours of free information on writing,
publishing and book marketing.
Click here to see the full backlist where you can download
what you’re interested in.
You could start with 100th celebration podcast: What I have learned in 2.5 years
which will give you a good overview.
I love my podcast because it gives me a chance to connect with interesting
people, I learn a lot and I can help others promote their work.
In terms of podcasting for promotional reasons, I would say that it takes a while
to get traction and listeners. There is no instant gratification so personally, I think
you need another reason to start and the marketing angle comes later. I started
because I wanted to interview people in order to learn and thought it might also
help others so I broadcast the chats.
As of August 2012, I get around 3500 downloads per month from a huge range of
countries. The audio stays online forever and people who find it later often go back
and download the backlist. So you can reach new people through audio, but it all
depends on your overall goals.
If you’d like a marketing opportunity, you can now sponsor a podcast episode and
get your book in front of thousands of people.
You can start a podcast yourself if you follow these steps:
* How to create a podcast
I’m an audio-junkie so here are some other
podcasts I enjoy:
•Writing Excuses - Award winning podcast
specifically about writing fiction.
•Six Pixels of Separation - Marketing podcast based
on interviews with non-fiction authors and
marketing professionals.
•I Should Be Writing - for wannabe fiction writers. Mur
Lafferty shares her journey through the ups and downs of the writer’s life. Also
focused on writing and has occasional interviews
• ThrillerCast - Podcast for lovers/writers/readers of the thriller genre with my
author friends Alan Baxter and David Wood
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BOOK	
  REVIEWS
If you don’t do anything else for marketing,
you need to pay attention to this, because
book reviews are non-negotiable for online
sales.

Book reviews are critical because they are social proof
that your book is worth the reader’s investment of
time and money.
If you don’t have this, you have nothing. Even if you do everything else, if you have
no reviews, sales will be slow. I really believe this to be true with buyers online
(although I welcome your comments if you think otherwise!)
You need to have reviews on the sales pages of the sites you want to sell on,
so your Amazon page, Nook, iBookstore, Smashwords and other sites.
I’d also suggest Goodreads as a great place to have reviews as well as book review
blogs and sites that promote to readers like IndieReader.com.
For a discussion on how to get book reviews, check out this interview with Dana
Lynn Smith.
* Here, #1 Amazon bestseller Rachel Abbott talks about how to get reviews

It’s best to target
book bloggers specifically.
Don’t send out mass emails but find sites that review your genre and send a
personalized email.
Be respectful and polite in your query and don’t be upset if you don’t get a
response.
If you get a 1 star review, don’t react in public. Here are my thoughts on How To
Take Criticism in terms of reviews and editing comments. It’s part of the author’s
life so we have to toughen up!
If you’re wondering where to start in getting reviews, then you can always give
review copies to your blog audience or your list. If they like the book, ask for a
review. If they don’t, no worries.
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AMAZON	
  MARKETING
Why do I mention Amazon here and
not the other sites like B&N,
iBookstore etc?
The reality is that:
a) Most independent authors are
making more money on Amazon than the other sites, presumably because
Amazon has the lion’s share of the ebook market.
b) Amazon have the most advanced control in terms of sales page and Author
Central pages.
c) Amazon have opportunities for promotion through KDP Select which allows a
free period and lending through Amazon Prime.
Because global authors can’t yet publish direct to the other platforms, we don’t
have such control over our sales pages, hence a focus on Amazon makes some
sense. You should definitely consider the other sites but since I don’t have
control over my sales pages there, I focus on Amazon. I also prefer to share from
my own experience but the principles apply to the other sites as well.
[As of July 2012, Kobo Writing Life has launched allowing non-US citizens the
chance to self-publish direct. Barnes & Noble Nook Pubit and iBookstore continue
to be closed to non-US citizens.]

Amazon	
  Author	
  Central	
  
Author Central is Amazon’s home page for
authors and you can have a page if you have
a book. You do have to maintain new pages
for different Amazon sites.
You can add photos, blog posts, videos and
social networking links. You can link to your books and see reviews and in turn your
books will be linked to your author page. The most useful part is the Sales Info
which give you a graph of your sales rank over time. Here’s my graph for Pentecost
since launch. You can see how it started off shaky but has stabilized in the top
3000 over time. You can also check the ranks of all your books here. (Try not to do
it too often!)
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Amazon	
  KDP	
  Select	
  
As I write, KDP Select is still relatively new and
there are people on both sides of the fence with
many still undecided.
KDP Select is a service where your book is
available to be borrowed by members of
Amazon Prime and you get a percentage of a pot of money that is distributed prorata to those opted in based on numbers lent that month. Your book still available
for sale to non-members.
Up until now, independent authors have not been able to have a free period for
their book without ‘gaming’ Amazon by changing their price to free on
Smashwords. But KDP Select allows you to have a period of up to 5 days where
the book is free. Many authors have seen chart-topping results from the free
period which has then translated into sales when the book returns to being on sale
again. CJ Lyons is one example from earlier in this book.
Another happy customer is author Carolyn McCray who was featured in Amazon’s
Press Release on the subject in Jan 2012.

I interviewed Carolyn a while back on Amazon sales pages and more - click here to
read the interview.
The big trade-off is that your book has to be exclusive to Amazon for a
specific period so many authors have withdrawn books from other sites like Barnes
& Noble in order to join in.
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There are indie authors who are saying this exclusivity gives too much power to
Amazon and that at some point they will turn around and change royalty structures.
Plus the author is missing out on sales from a wider base which has benefits over
time.
In May 2012, the Amazon algorithms changed, and it seems that free books are
now penalized. You can learn all about how the changes could affect you here.
There are pros and cons both ways. So the jury is still out on this.
Personally, I have just opted in with one of my books and have yet to try the free
period. I’ll be blogging on this once I have my own results, but so far, it seems at
least worth the experiment.

Why does this all matter?
Basically, you want Amazon and other book
store sites to sell your book for you. They
have the biggest list of interested, targeted
customers in the world and so it’s in your
interest to maximize your chances on the
sites.
Amazon (and presumably other sites) have
algorithms that they use in order to drive
the recommendations they make on the site
and by email to individuals as well as the
‘Customers who bought this item also bought’ section.
No one knows how the algorithm works but the components seem to include:
• Number of sales and consistency over time
• Number and type of reviews
• Ranking in category and on the store in general and ranking over time. This is
helped by the KDP Select program.
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BOOK	
  LAUNCH	
  AND	
  MARKETING	
  PLAN
The big book launch idea comes from traditional
publishing where a book might get assigned a PR budget
for a specific period.
The book has to hit all the lists in that time and then it sinks
away under the weight of the next lot of books to be
published.
For indies, the book launch isn’t so critical as there is no
physical shelf-life but many still use one to spike sales. It
can also be done as a relaunch every now and then with a
new wave of promotion. Here are some broad tips for
aspects you could include.
Before the launch:
• Have a sign-up list on your blog for your book so you
have a list of people to market to when it’s out. See the
list management section earlier.
• Organize reviews in advance so that people will post
them as soon as your page is up. Have a soft launch
period where you can gather reviews as you don’t want to
start pushing the book to a new audience without social
proof.
•Organize an online blog book tour
featuring guest blog posts, interviews, audios
and videos as well as book reviews and
giveaways. See below for more detail.
•Do giveaways on sites like Goodreads or on
specific blogs. You can do this as part of
your blog tour or on Goodreads, although
the latter only accept giveaways for print
books.
•Go hard on social media with specific links
to your sales page, guest blog posts and
other aspects. Note: this only works if you
have an established social media presence
and you have built up enough goodwill over
time by offering non-marketing material.
•Use paid advertising to spike rankings.
This is very effective at making sales and
driving rankings but only if a) the price is
right b) there are reviews already. I have
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personally used Kindle Nation Daily and also Pixel of Ink which are great for
Kindle audiences. Using advertising made my novel Pentecost hit the Action
Adventure category dominated by brand name authors. Above is the screen-print
with me and Lee Child, Ken Follett and Barry Eisler. Pretty cool!
I did a mega launch for my first novel, Pentecost. I have used every marketing
tactic you can think of (except free which I will be doing soon). I love to experiment
with ideas and will continue to do so.
For more on book launches, check out these posts:
• Breakdown of a book launch in detail - how the Pentecost book launch went with
gory details of sales, what it cost and what was worth it. However, this was only
the initial launch and my sales went up over time and with subsequent
promotions. So this is a snapshot view.
• Podcast interview with Zoe Winters and Joanna Penn discussing fiction book
launch tactics
• Kindle Bestsellers, Blog Book Tours and Ebook success with Scott Nicholson (who
later signed with Amazon publishing)
• How to launch a book with no traditional media like Seth Godin
• The Four Hour Body. Lessons learned from Tim Ferriss’ Book Launch
• How to build a list of readers for your next book launch

The book marketing plan:
Your marketing plan can be as simple as a spreadsheet with the days of your launch
and where you will be featured. Or it can be a multi-page document with tracking
information, screen-prints and more.
However you record it, book launches do take an extraordinary amount of
organization so you need to plan in advance. If you want to guest post on other
people’s blogs, you may need to create relationships with those people well in
advance of launch. The sites for paid advertising are often booked up 3-6 months
in advance.
Organization is the key to book launches and in fact, is a critical part of
independent publishing in general.
• Interview with Dana Lynn Smith, the Savvy Book Marketer on Book Marketing Plans
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WHAT	
  ABOUT	
  TRADITIONAL	
  
MARKETING	
  &	
  PR?
Some people might be wondering where the press releases, TV, radio and publicity
stunts are in all this marketing.
I started out following that path with my first book on
career change.
•I made it onto Australian National TV (me at the Channel
9 Studios left)
•I did press releases and appeared in national newspapers
•I spoke on national radio
It all seemed to be going well, but I only sold about 100
books despite my efforts. It wasn’t worth it for me.
However, traditional media can work for some people.
The most famous example I know is the ladies from 4
Ingredients which was (and remains today) a huge hit
in Australia.
The original cookbook was rejected by every
publisher in Australia and so the co-authors selfpublished it and then hustled and hand-sold their way
to multi-millions of sales as well as a TV show and
then international rights sales and a growing global
empire. Amazing ladies. (Yes, their husbands retired!)
• Rachael Bermingham, one of the co-authors was the
first interview I ever did on the podcast. It was before I really knew what I was
doing with audio but it’s still useful as she shares her method for marketing. It
was a full time job and she cold-called like crazy. Rejections just rolled off her
back.
That’s just not me, so I decided to pursue online marketing. Some of the other
reasons included:
* I wanted my books to reach the huge US market
* I wanted my marketing to be globally accessible and create a global platform. TV
and radio are country and region specific.
* I wanted to create long-lasting searchable content that would keep sending
people to me over the years, not short-term success on media with unsearchable
archives.
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You’re welcome to do all of those things but
they aren’t my area of expertise so I don’t
talk about them much.
I recommend Joan Stewart, the Publicity Hound
if this is an area you want to explore further.
If you have a budget, hiring a publicist can be a good way to get traditional
media attention as they have established relationships. If you get to be a successful
independent author, you will also find traditional media seeking you out. John Locke
has been on TV and radio internationally since making it to 1 million Kindle sales.
There are no rules. You can do whatever you want to get publicity for your books.
But you do need to do something.

All	
  these	
  methods	
  can	
  work	
  together	
  in	
  the	
  Author	
  
2.0	
  business	
  model	
  to	
  create	
  publishing,	
  marketing	
  
and	
  sales	
  success.

YOUR	
  NEXT	
  STEPS
If you have worked your way through this material, your head will be buzzing with
ideas. You may be excited about the opportunities available and ready to get on
with your writing, publishing and marketing.

But sometimes it’s hard to know where to start. You may feel
overwhelmed.
I recently read a self-help book: The Compound Effect by
Darren Hardy. I highly recommend it. Essentially he says
that:

Small, smart choices + Consistency + Time
= RADICAL DIFFERENCE
You can apply this to wealth or weight loss but also to
being a successful author-entrepreneur.
1) Choose your small, smart choices - here are some
examples:
* Start writing 1000 words a week
* Write 1 blog post a week
* Read 5 articles on marketing a week
* Tweet once a day and follow 5 new writers a week
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*Take a course on book marketing
2) Do something towards your goals
every day
3) Give it some time
As proof of this in my life:
The Creative Penn was recently voted one
of the Top 10 Blogs for Writers for the
2nd year running. That only happened
because I have been blogging every 2 days for over 3 years. It couldn’t have
happened without the small choices made every day.
I starting tweeting useful links about writing, publishing and marketing 2 years
ago on twitter. I started with 0 followers and have over 23,000 now. This has
formed the backbone of my launches for books and courses as well as being where
I have found my best online writing friends.
I started writing fiction in 1000 word chunks. Now I have two novels for sale and
more in the pipeline.
Those were all small choices made daily and performed consistently for the last few
years. So where do you go from here?

If you need encouragement and the latest in
writing, publishing and book marketing ...
* For free articles, audios and videos 3-4 times per week, you can subscribe to The
Creative Penn by email, or by RSS
* I have a monthly newsletter that has lots of updates, plus you’ll hear about any
offers I have. The signup is through the Author 2.0 list here. You’ll already be on
the list if you signed up for this blueprint.
* You can also subscribe to the podcast in iTunes and get the extensive backlist
here
* Follow @thecreativepenn on Twitter or connect with me on the other social
networks

If you need more in-depth help with behind-thescenes videos and deep dive information:
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* Check out my multi-media mini-courses available in
the Store
* If you would like tailored information for your
specific situation, I do have 1:1 consulting available.
It’s hardcore and intense but you’ll get a lot out of it.
You can read Testimonials about my work here.
•I’m also available for speaking on these topics and I
always welcome interviews so please do contact me if
there’s some way we can work together.
I hope you’ve enjoyed this Blueprint. My hope is that it
will save you time, money and heartache on the writer’s
journey. I look forward to hearing from you and I
welcome comments, questions and feedback.
You can email me: joanna@TheCreativePenn.com or tweet
me @thecreativepenn

All the best
with your books,
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